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Reconnection signatures

• Pressure tensor agyrotropy [2]

• Field-line rearrangement
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Simulation Parameters 

• Laser pulse

• Plasma slab
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Particle acceleration & Field dissipation

• Emission of relativistic jets

• Magnetic energy dissipation

Relativistic magnetic reconnection driven by a laser interacting 

with a micro-scale plasma slab

 Out-of-plane quadrupole

magnetic field pattern

 Energy (cut-off) ~ 12 MeV  Divergence (in y) ~ 0.1
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 Electrons in the reconnection site collectively

extract energy from (reconnection associated)

electric field [see (a)]

 The reconnection event has a significant

effect on the whole system, which accounts

for ~ 20% of total energy transition [see (b),

the inset shows energy evolution of static

magnetic energy and kinetic energy of jets]

 Dominating acceleration mechanism in this

setup is direct acceleration by the

reconnection field near the X-point [3] [see

(c), the inset shows the accelerated electron

trajectories]
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Sketch: a laser pulse irradiates

the narrow side of a slab, the

overdense plasma splits it in

half and the light sweeps along

the sharp boundary of the slab.

The electrons in the skin layer

are extracted from the plasma,

forming relativistic bunches with

inherited overdense densities,

which is capable of producing >

100 Mega-Gauss anti-parallel

magnetic fields in the mid-

plane. The reconnection occurs

when the electron bunches

reach the coronal region,

where, due to the decreasing in

the electron number, the return

currents inside the slab are not

sufficient to separate the

magnetic fields.

 Polarization: LP(y)

 𝑛0 = 20𝑛𝑐


